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Quantum Technology
Funding the Future

McKinsey & Co. estimates that combined worldwide spending on nonclassified
quantum-technology research amounted to around some €1.5 billion in 2015.
Here’s how those numbers were distributed globally—and some highlights
of government quantum initiatives since then.

Germany €120 m
France €52 m
Italy €36 m
Austria €35 m

In May 2016, the European
Commission announced that
it would launch a ten-year,
€1 billion “quantum flagship”
R&D program in 2018.

Canada has “invested
>US$1 billion in quantum
R&D over the last decade,”
according to the country’s
National Research Council.

Netherlands €27 m
Spain €25 m
Denmark €22 m
Sweden €15 m
Finland €12 m
Poland €12 m

Canada

€100 m

South
Korea

United States

€13 m

€360 m

Japan

€63 m

In 2013, the U.K. government
initiated a National Quantum
Technology Program with a
pledged investment of £270
million over five years.
In the U.S., the National
Photonics Initiative has
advocated for a “National
Quantum Initiative” involving
US$500 million in new publicprivate funding (see p. 18).

Brazil

€11 m

Australia

€75 m

China is said to be making a
major investment in quantum
technology, including a quantum
research “supercenter” in Hefei
at a cost believed to be in the
billions of US$.
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Quantum
communications can
increase data security
on networks—
reducing theft of
sensitive information
and promoting trust

Tiny ultra-precise
quantum clocks
will allow denser
communications
traffic, and could
reduce risk of
transmission failures

It’s believed that
quantum computers
could ultimately tackle
problems out of reach
of classical computing
algorithms

Quantum sensors
for measuring
gravity could aid
flood prevention
by providing more
accurate monitoring
of the water table

Financial markets
that depend on splitsecond decisions
could benefit from the
increase in accuracy
of the new generation
of atomic clocks

*Sum for all E.U. countries including the U.K. as of 2015.
Sources: European Union; U.K. Government Office for Science; National Research Council Canada; National Photonics Initiative, USA.
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